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This tailor-made course is created for the benefit of budding Astrologers and
Human Design practitioners, alike. The aim is to upskill the participant with
fundamental astrological knowledge which will enable them to read birth
charts and forecast for the future, but also build the relationship between
human design and astrology to enhance the coaching style and enrich the
experience for HD clients.

For instance; how to interpret Neptune in gate 5 compared to Mercury in
gate 5; how to manage gate 28 with four different influencing planets; or
how to recognise gates that are on the cusp degrees of a sign and the
influence of planets sitting on the cusp.

In conjunction with Human Design, the course covers; 

v The building blocks of the star signs 
v The planets and their influence on the gates
v The houses and their relationship to the gates
v Life stages and repeating cycles 
v Retrogrades 
v Special events affecting the gates i.e. eclipses 
v Planetary strengths/weaknesses
v Chiron, Lilith, Fortune, Vertex
v Critical Degrees
v The Birth Chart
v Future Forecasting…and much more

I provide a pdf reference manual to download, as well as weekly assignments
to accompany the course (nothing too heavy) and I provide email support
throughout.

Course Overview
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The Course Particulars
(Please note the dates and times are Australian Eastern Standard Time

From October 3rd it will be Australian Daylight-Saving Time)

Course Duration: Every Wednesday from June 23rd to Nov 3rd, 2021 –
20 sessions, total 40hrs

Times (AEST/AEDT): The choice of Morning 11am to 1pm
or Evenings 7:30pm to 9:30pm

Cost and Payment: Total Aud$920, instalment plan available
@ 4 x Aud$230 (paid monthly), by PayPal or residents
of Australia with an Australian bank account can
transfer payment.

How To Book: Bookings are made through my site for either the
morning or evening session and payment is required
upon booking, with the option to pay in full or make
the first instalment.

The Sessions: Held online using Zoom, which a link will be provided
for the first session upon booking and provided
accordingly prior to the sessions.

Recordings Available: The sessions will be recorded and accessible through
my site for those that miss sessions.

No Prerequisites: This course covers beginner and intermediate levels, so
no prerequisites are required except for a keen
interest in Astrology.

Outcomes: By the end of the course, the participant will be skilled
and equipped to perform the following: Birth Chart
Analysis, Future Forecasting, Analysis and
Interpretation of Planets and Houses in the Gates and
provided with a Certificate of Completion.
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A Little About Me…
I am an Intuitive Adept, meaning I am “multi-claired”. I have the ability to
connect dots and see patterns not readily available to the average eye,
along with the ability to interpret energy.

My astrology career spans 25 years; My weekly forecasts were syndicated
in SSO Media (a Sydney based media publication) for several years and
were broadcasted on Brisbane radio for a year. I’ve held booths at psychic
expos across Victoria, reading astrology and tarot for people. I teach
astrology and tarot, having taught at Yarraville Community Centre for a
year, as well as teaching both online for a number of years. I also hold
private readings for clients and conduct mentoring sessions, along with
spiritual coaching and healing.

I come from a long line of witches and psychics, so it was a natural
inclination to delve into the mystical arts. I am the first male born in three
generations on my grandmother’s side. I was born on the day of a solar
eclipse being a Scorpio new moon baby, numerologically a Lifepath 11 and
Fire Dragon in Chinese Astrology.

Please visit me on my YouTube channel to see me in action (link provided
in the email) And we all love to have a sneaky peak at who we’re dealing
with so please feel free to check out my Human Design :-D

My birth details - 23 October 1976, 11:07pm, Sydney, Australia

Skills and Certifications; 
v Certified Astrologer

v Certified Spiritual Life Guide/Mentor

v Vibrenergy Specialist/Energy Interpreter 

v Card Reader

v Psychic 

v Energy Healer
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